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In mid-August, surrounded by sunshine, flies and passing hail storms, I found myself 

on the Archuleta Trail outside of the Big Meadows Reservoir with a group of volunteers. 

Twelve big-hearted and generous folks from across the state and as far afield as Pennsylvania 

had given up a week of their summer to give back and help maintain the trail. A week earlier 

a Forest Service crew had cleared the fallen trees from the trail with crosscut saws, and this 

great work allowed us to focus our time and energies on maintaining the trail itself, as task that 

is often not achieved these days as dead spruce trees fall across trails more and more frequently.  

Each day as we swung picks and other tools to re-establish the trail in the Weminuche 

Wilderness, we experienced all kinds of weather, saw forests and open meadows, saw remnants 

of last winter’s snow on the Continental Divide, and enjoyed the placid babbling of the many 

springs we passed along the trail. The one thing we did not see a lot of was wildlife. The 

occasional high pitched chip of a pika in a scree field would reach our ears, but it was 

surprisingly quiet in terms of animal activity. It was thus a true surprise and delight for me to 

stumble upon some ptarmigan on our last morning when most of us hiked up to Archuleta Lake 

to enjoy a view.  

As I walked around the south end of the lake, I saw some motion in the wet grasses to 

my left. Stopping to see more, I soon spotted five white-tailed ptarmigan quietly going about 

their morning looking for food in the meadow. With mottled plumage, they were well 

camouflaged, but patience and time allowed me to watch them for some time, undisturbed.   

The white-tailed ptarmigan (Lagopus leucura) is essentially an alpine grouse. 

Sometimes called a snow quail, this hardy and resilient bird is the only bird species to live 

year-round in the alpine tundra. Ptarmigan create nests in shallow depressions in the tundra, 

and line them with sedges, grasses, lichens, and a few feathers. They always keep one side of 

the nest open to allow for an easy escape, if needed. Preyed upon by raptors, such as prairie 

falcons and northern harriers, and by coyotes or red foxes, these birds often use their mottled 

appearance to blend in with rocks and stay still until danger has passed over, the birds unseen.  



Females lay eggs (typically six) in early- to late-June depending on snowpack. Three 

weeks later the eggs will hatch and the chicks are very mobile right away. However, the first 

two weeks of life are rough, and mortality is often as high as one third. The chicks have trouble 

staying warm and are highly reliant on brooding with their mother in the first few weeks in 

order to survive. Initially the chicks will eat insects, such as grasshoppers and ants, but after a 

few weeks they begin to eat vegetation: the primary food source for adults. Grown ptarmigan 

eat alpine plants such as alpine avens, saxifrage, bistort and buttercups in the summer. The 

winter is survived by feeding on willows. Some places in the state have seen declines in 

ptarmigan populations due to increasing elk populations and a corresponding increase in the 

consumption of available willows.   

Yet, despite challenges, the ptarmigan is uniquely adapted to surviving well in the harsh 

environs of the alpine. In the winter, their plumage changes to a pure white, and they can be 

impossible to spot on the snow except for the black dots of their eyes and their tiny black 

beaks. Well equipped for deep snow, the birds have extra feathers on their feet that keep their 

feet warm. They also have little feathers around their nostrils that help to warm the air prior to 

entering their respiratory tracts. During harsh winter storms, they bury themselves into 

snowbanks near willows to wait out the blizzard. The snowbanks provide shelter and with 

willows nearby, they have an available food source for however long they may need it.  

It was a delight to across a few of these small but mighty birds near Archuleta Lake on 

a quiet summer morning. If the birds noticed me, they made no sign of it. But for my part, my 

day got just that much brighter.  
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